Boston Council airs problems with entertainers and contracts

(Spring Weekend - This weekend was as successful as any this school has seen in recent years, both from the viewpoint of fun and money. I am glad that those who did nothing for the weekend but predict that it would be a success. Congratulations to all involved in the event."

...next spring will see another great spring event. You can bet that those who did nothing for the weekend will see another great spring event."

"...we will see another great weekend, and no deficit will be planned either..."

BOSTON COUNCIL - Some deficit proposals concerning the problems schools have had with entertainers were made at the last meeting of the Boston Council held at Wellesley. Each school will be asked to send to MIT the contracts and information provided by the school. We will duplicate this and mail it to all schools. Hopefully, this will give each school a valuable reference record which will help them judge prices that agents suggest.

Art Buhslen also suggested to the group the possibility of planning events that contained many innovations. The train ride was great.

"...there is no reason any more to ask if we can have a successful event, you can be sure that next spring will see another great weekend-and no deficit will be planned either..."
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BOSTONIAN FLEX-O-MOCs 15.95 to 23.95

Why hand-stitches? Simply: hand-stitching shapes and fits leather perfectly. In Bostonian Flex-O-Mocs it takes additional expert hand-stitches to "gather" and mold the leather to the contours of your foot. Result: The mocassin seam, sewn by hand, gives a foot-hugging fit plus extra softness where your foot flexes. Why don't you start enjoying the light-footed Flex-O-Moc feeling... TODAY!